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8.1 Security of the Pseudo-One-Time-Pad

The next theorem formalizes the intuition that if G is a “good PRG”, then the pseudo-one-time-pad
has “good one-time-CPA security.” Let’s just state the theorem and then interpret it later.

Theorem 1. Let G : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}`. Define a deterministic encryption scheme Π = (Enc,Dec)
with key-space K = {0, 1}n, message-space M = {0, 1}`, and ciphertext-space C = {0, 1}` via

Enc(k,m) = G(k)⊕m, Dec(k, c) = G(k)⊕ c.

Then for every adversary A, there exists another adversary D, running in about the same time as
A, such that

Adv1-cpa
Π (A) ≤ Advprg

G (D).

First look at the conclusion of the theorem: It gives an upper bound on Adv1-cpa
Π (A), which

means it is limiting how well A can do against Π. This advantage is upper bounded by Advprg
G (D),

where D is a distinguisher running in about the same time as A.
So, for example, if G is something like ChaCha20, and we believe that for all D running in time

2128, Advprg
G (D) < 1/2128, then we can conclude that Adv1-cpa

Π (A) < 1/2128 for any A running in
time 2128, which is good one-time-cpa security for our encryption scheme.

8.2 Security Reductions and Proof of Theorem

In order to prove the theorem, we assume we are given some A running in some amount of time and
achieving some one-time-CPA advantage against Π, and then we build the D running in the same
time against D. The process of building one algorithm/adversary from another algorithm/adversary
is called a security reduction, and is central to modern cryptography: Security reductions relate the
security properties of one object (in this case, G) the security properties of another object (in this
case, Π). We stress that we’d rather not resort to this analysis in a perfect world, and just directly
prove that Adv1-cpa

Π (A) is small. But theoretical computer science is simply unable to prove such
statements today (this is on the level of proving P 6= NP , and probably much harder).
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So let’s do the formal proof. We must build some D that takes as input a string w ∈ {0, 1}`
and then outputs 0 or 1. Here is the D that works for the proof:

D(w)

Run A, which produces (m0,m1) ∈M
Pick b

$←{0, 1}
Compute c← w ⊕mb

Run A(c), which produces b̂ ∈ {0, 1}
If b̂ = b: Output 1
Else: Output 0

Here is the intuition for this distinguisher. It is trying to tell if w was drawn as an output of G
or as a uniformly random string. It is going to run A, who cannot tell it is running inside of D;
it’s just an algorithm that accepts inputs and provides outputs. In order to run A, D is going to
pretend to be the one-time-CPA experiment, picking the bit b itself and checking if A appears to
be winning the pretend-experiment.

We have designed D so that if the input w was chosen uniformly at random, then A has no
chance at doing better than 1/2 in the pretend-experiment D is running, and thus can only cause
D to output 1 with probability 1/2. In this case A is effectively attacking the one-time pad. But
if w is drawn according to G(k), then A is effectively attacking Π, and it will tend to win. The
distinguisher observes if A is winning or not, and then infers how w must have been drawn.

In summary we have the two trains of reasoning:

w is uniformly random =⇒ A is attacking OTP in pretend-experiment

=⇒ A can only randomly guess b

=⇒ D outputs 1 with probability 1/2.

And:

w is drawn according to G(k) =⇒ A is attacking Π in pretend-experiment

=⇒ A will guess b with probability higher than 1/2

=⇒ D outputs 1 with probability higher than 1/2.

Together these will give the theorem. Formally, we have the following two equations:

Pr[D(U) = 1] = Pr[Expt1-cpa
Πotp

(A) = 1] =
1

2

Pr[D(G(K)) = 1] = Pr[Expt1-cpa
Π (A) = 1]

These claims are not usually justified with much calculation: A reduction should be phrased so
that they are apparent from the description. Here is what should be checked in order to justify
these equations:

• The ciphertext c provided to A is drawn from the same distribution as in the corresponding
experiment.

• The output of D should be determined in exactly the same way as in the corresponding
experiment.
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In this case, you can check that once w is replaced with a random string, then D is computing
exactly Expt1-cpa

Πotp
(A), while is if w is G(k) for a uniformly random k, then D is computing exactly

Expt1-cpa
Π (A). That is enough to verify both equations.

The rest of the proof is just algebra:

Advprg
G (D) = |Pr[D(G(K)) = 1]− Pr[D(U) = 1]|

=
∣∣∣Pr[Expt1-cpa

Π (A) = 1]− Pr[Expt1-cpa
Πotp

(A) = 1]
∣∣∣

=

∣∣∣∣Pr[Expt1-cpa
Π (A) = 1]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
= Adv1-cpa

Π (A).

Exercise 8.1. State and prove a similar theorem for the “inverted pseudo-one-time-pad” defined
by

Enc(k,m) = G(k)⊕m,

where G(k) is the bitwise-complement of G(k). What needs to change in D?
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